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Item

Easthampton Borough Council
Eastley Brook, Manor Pocket Park
22nd January 2017

1.E
1.F
1.G
1.H
1.I

Inspection Item

Additional recharge culvert face
condition
Discharge culvert face condition
Condition of bridges, culverts &
crossings
Utilities services crossing the
water
Primary recharge free and
functioning
Additional recharge(s) free and
functioning

Score

Comments

0
0
1
2

Recharge point RB: Significant cracking in structure. It is
unclear as there is currently no flow, if the damage will
result in change of water flow: see image 1

0
1
0
1
2

1.K
1.L

Discharge area free and
functioning
Recharge apron condition
Discharge apron condition

1.M

Blockages restricting water flow

4

1.N

Blockages causing flooding

4

1.O

Water levels

4

1.J

MZ060252-2
Stream
T Mckenna

Not applicable. Feature not present or relevant for this water
In good condition and no cause for concern
Item of minor concern that may need to be considered for future maintenance and/or inspection
Item of moderate concern and may need attention within 90 days
Item in poor condition that will need attention within 14 days
Item in dangerous and/or critical condition requiring immediate attention

Structures and flows
Sluices, weirs & retaining
1.A
structures
1.B Movement in structure
Primary recharge culvert face
1.C
condition
1.D

Client Ref:
Water:
Inspected by

1

Recharge Point RB: Small accumulations of light organic
matter, not thought to be an obstruction and will probably
flow away during next water movement: see image 1
Main discharge DA partially blocked with debris, this will
increase the flood risk: see image 2.

1
1
Severe blockage in main flow causing significant
constriction of water flow, see image 3
Blockage detailed in section 1L will caused flooding in a
significant rainfall event, see image 3
Raised by approximately 60% at constriction detailed in
section 1L, see image 3

Infrastructure Condition
2.A

Guards clear and unobstructed

3

2.B
2.C
2.D
2.E
2.F

Guards in good condition
Guards locked and secure
Masonry in good condition
Concrete in good condition
Pipework in good condition
Water control apparatus
working
Water control apparatus secure

1
1
0
1
0

2.G
2.H

Sediment Control
3.A Silt accumulations at recharge
3.B Silt accumulations at discharge
3.C Silt accumulations along bed

0
0

1
1
1

3.D

Silt accumulations caused by
blockages

3

3.E

Silt accumulations at valves

0

Erosion
4.A Erosion at recharge
4.B Erosion at discharge

Main discharge guard blocked with considerable debris, this
will increase the flood risk: see image 2.

2
1

4.C

Erosion along course

2

4.D
4.E
4.F
4.G
4.H

Erosion caused by blockages
Undercutting
Bank showing surface run-off
Banks at risk from collapse
Banks that have collapsed

1
1
1
1
1

Silt accumulated at blockage detailed in section 1L, this is
currently adding further to the constriction in the river: see
image 3

Light erosion on immediate discharge from pond
Limited erosion on most areas of the bank, need
monitoring as there is scope for worsening in flood
conditions. Suggest that consideration be given to
remediation

Vegetation
5.A

Fallen trees

4

5.B
5.C

Dangerous trees
Encroaching trees
Encroaching bankside
vegetation
Encroaching marginal
vegetation
Submerged weeds

1
1

5.D
5.E
5.F

Aesthetics & Safety
6.A Gates safe and secure
6.B Fence safe and secure
6.C Signage condition
6.D Lifesaving apparatus
6.E Pollution
6.F Fly tipping
6.G Litter accumulations
6.H
6.I
6.J

Hazardous Litter
Path condition
Invasive species

Tree fallen at blockage detailed in section 1L, this was
possible initial cause of constriction

1
0

None present

0

None Present

0
1
0
0
0
0
3
3
0
0

Fences belonging to residents, in varying condition

Light debris including car tyre and traffic cone at
constricted section, see image 3

Other Comments


The main blockage/constriction detailed in section 1L is currently allowing limited water through
and can almost cope with normal water flows. It is very unlikely that it would cope with additional
water and in the event of any significant rainfall will likely lead to localised flooding that could
impact local properties.

Summary
The water course is in reasonable condition although due to the banks being shaded by trees and scrub
there is very little light making it to the banks resulting in bare earth that can easily erode. Some
consideration should be given to removing the canopy and encouraging aquatic marginal plants to establish
to assist in strengthening the banks.

Image 1: Recharge point A2 has significant cracking in the structure (1.D), there is also a light
accumulation of organic debris in front of this (1.H)

Image 2 The main discharge DA, has some accumulated debris that is restricting water flow

Image 3: The blockage along the main stretch is restricting water flow causing several problems (see
section 1.N

